
Call of the Sea 

Chapter 12 –   We would leave Bodega Bay after two weeks for the short trip to Drakes Bay.    

With the short ride planned for the day, we were able to wait until the fog cleared and got 

underway at 1034.   As we departed Bodega Bay the sun was glowing and the sky was blue.  The 

channel marker at the entrance of Bodega Bay was 

covered with seals.  There were also two little seals that 

were trying to get onto the buoy, but the big fellows were 

not interested in sharing and made no room for the little 

guys.   

The ocean is a great place to be when the sun is shining.  

On a sailboat, a little wind is very helpful, but with the 

wind comes waves.  So it is always a trade off.  The water 

was flat with a light wind today so the engine would have 

to get us to Drakes Bay. 

As we approached the seaward piece of land for the bay we found that there were many whales in 

the area.  According to one of the books we read, they like to rub their bellies on the bottom in that 

area.  Neither Pat nor I had ever seen a whale jump completely out of the water before, but that 

happened several times as we approached the entrance to Drakes Bay.   It happened so fast we 

didn’t even get a picture of any of the jumps.   So much mass flying out of the water is an 

unforgettable and amazing sight. 

Entering Drakes Bay coincided with the clouds moving turning our bright and shiny day to dark and 

gloomy afternoon.     We set anchor at 1515, 3:15PM.  (Latitude 37o 59.9’N Longitude 122o 58.6’W) 

Several other boats came into the bay and also anchored.   Drakes Bay being only a few miles north 

of San Francisco, it is a good destination place for boats headed out of San Francisco for a few days.    

Drakes Bay is the recommended stop in cruising guides when heading south.   It allows you to best 

target the significant currents and tides encountered while entering San Francisco Bay.    A power 

boat may be able to travel at thirty knots and have no problems making headway against the San 

Francisco Bay entrance.   A sailboat may only be capable of making 5-6 knots.   Enter the bay could 

be very slowly with 2 knots of current and a strong head winds.  Going into the bay at the right time 

can have the opposite effect and bring you in two knots faster.     

 After an hour or so sitting on anchor, one of the boats nearest to us pulled their anchor up.  Pulling 

the anchor up was easy.  Removing the seaweed that had collected on the chain was not easy.  The 

seaweed was wrapped around the chain and foot by foot they had to remove it before stowing the 

chain into the chain locker.  They had only been at anchor for a couple of hours so I knew my 

morning task of hauling the anchor up would make for a challenging morning. 



The wind knocked us around a bit that night, but the anchor held firm.   We arose at 0600 the next 

morning to prepare for our 0730 planned departure. 

At 0715 we started hauling the anchor up. Yep!   

Lots of seaweed wrapped tightly around every 

inch of chain.   Green, slimy seaweed, with a few 

insects added by the sea all wrapped tightly 

around the chain.  It all had to be removed by 

hand.   150 foot of chain to clean foot by foot!  

What a great morning.    So the process started:  

Pull in a foot of chain, remove the slim, throw it 

over the side, and pull in another foot.  When 

we got to San Francisco we found a lot of the 

seaweed clinging to the side of the boat.  

Amazing stuff! 

We departed about 15 minutes later than our planned 0730 departure as a result of the green slimy 

seaweed, but now we were underway for the San Francisco Bay and the Golden Gate Bridge.   San 

Francisco is a major port for the west coast.  That meant we would now have to navigate the traffic 

lanes into San Francisco, staying very alert for commercial vessels.    

Traffic lanes are marked on charts and are similar to two lane highways with a large median area 

you cannot drive on/in.  The rules are similar to driving on the road as well.  So in highway terms:  

Proceed in and out by keeping in the right hand lane and stay out of the median.   For small craft, if 

you need to cross the traffic lane and the median to get to the other side you must transient at right 

angles.   The traffic lanes also have turning circles where large ship may change course and move to 

a new lane.    Those can get real exciting in the fog with two or three ships changing course. 

We were arriving in San Francisco and could see the bridge.   How cool was this!  

 

We are “Living our Dream”.    If you are thinking you would like to live the dream,  check out my book at 

our website “Cruising, Starting from Sctratch” 

http://sunnyside-adventure.webs.com 
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